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About This Game

Set in the golden age of pirates, this is your chance to become pirate king and conquer the Caribbean.
Join, champion, and unite the three pirate factions: Pirates, Corsairs and Buccaneers. You must ultimately leverage this unity in

all out war against the evil Pirates of Black Cove.
Manage and develop parts of three strongholds and visit them to pick up faction and storyline missions. Visit the Alchemist to

find out what special ingredients are needed for the wacky potions and embark on adventures to find and collect them.
Unite the three Pirate factions to gain access to their hero units and ultimately take down the Pirates of Black Cove and become

King of all the pirates. If you have what it takes that is.

Key features:

Roam the open World with your Pirate crew and pick up missions as you sail the seas.

Notoriety and fame brings you closer to your ultimate goal: the King of All Pirates

Battle it out with the forces of Black Cove and other colonial nations on both land and sea

Select your character from several different Pirate Captains, each with their own unique skills and features

Make creative use of some of he wackiest land and sea based weapons ever to grace a Pirate world
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Varied units and weapons allows You to carry out the battles as You see fit
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Title: Pirates of Black Cove
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Nitro Games
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2011
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English,German
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For a 3.4mb game it's really fun, better buy at a sale, i'd say. Anyway, good luck and lot of patience!. Very solid old-school
shmup. Great looking. Challenging but not overly so. Varied environments and enemies that are thoughtfully designed. Enjoying
it way more than I thought I would.. This is a game all about momentum. It's a shame that, in the first ten minutes, the game
seems to do everything it can to interrupt the momentum, and because of that, learning the controls. Tooltips pop up constantly
telling you how to play the game after you've already started playing.

These interruptions cause a loss of perspective for what the character is doing, meaning you're even more likely to crash after
one pops up, leading you to restart, and then have to go through that same tooltip again, leading to more crashes. The tooltips
would be better if presented after crashing, or in small video tutorials before starting.

It's pretty, it's inexpensive, and it might be fun if the game allowed you to play.. Good game but some things are not finished : i
could not buy the last upgrade. but for 0.89\u20ac I dont regret it at all.
Replayability is poor though, 3hours and you're bored, but that's ok for the price.. I decided to not recommend this version of
the game because of its additional contributions to the original. A.R.E.S. was already a decent sidescrolling platformer. This is
simply an upgrade in graphics. minor adjustments to game mechanics, and the inclusion of more story (which is told through
cutscenes). Besides those changes, the game is exactly the same as the original and does not merit the price that it was given at
launch and still does not merit. I would only buy this game on sale, even if you do not own it.. Take my money and keep it.
The tracks are inspirational and well worth the cost.
P.S. Lin Hu is mine.. Previous games were better - and less stressful. I had to look for help online on the third or fourth level -
only to get stuck on the very next level.
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I own about 300 games, of which 30+ of them are RPG Maker games. I happen to like the RPG Maker genre.

DarkEnd is among the very best RPG Maker games that I have played.
I spend more than 100+ hours playing this game, and enjoyed it tremendously, and that is why I decide to write a review of
DarkEnd to share my experiences.

In DarkEnd you can play as one of 4 different Primary Characters, and each of these 4 character has a very unique and
intriguing storyline. You can also select a Secondary Character from the remaining 3 characters. The storyline is quite complex
and convoluted and you normally would not know who is good or bad until the very end. Each of the character has their own
unique reasons to go into the DarkEnd, and the outcome is also different and unique. Playing this game is like reading a
detective novel for me, and each stage of the game give me a better glimpse of the story.

There is also a lot of replayability because when you finished the game, you can play NG+ and select a different starting
character. All the items and gold get carried forward to the next game, but all the quests resets. I like this system very much.
There are also lots of optional side quests, and optional dungeons that spawn randomly too.

On the negative side, there are some minor gramatical and syntactic errors. However, I personally not mind these errors, and did
overlook them because I like the stories, the plot twists and the interesting game play.

I had a good time playing DarkEnd and for me, its worth the money spent. I love this game and would highly recommend it..
ITS A REALLY FUTURISTIC KIND OF SOCCER whoops sry for caps ahhemm anyways there are 6 weapons in the game my
favorite weapon is the shock cannon its a really hard beam to get but its worth it so il; give it a 5\/5 its a awsome game to add to
your collection. It is bad, boring and buggy. And that fresh twist is... ever heard of the fisherman in Ast\u00e9rix?. Seems like it
has potential, but lacks in subtance and the notes are really hard to read. While the environment looks gorgeous, it runs
extremely slow, and even turning down the graphics won't help much.
.............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
..........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
.....\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
..\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE. |..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) ..)..........................(...(.\\....).....)...).)
.\\................\\\/...\/.............................\\...\\\/.................\/
..\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. I don't normally write reviews - but my God, the game play is absolutely
horrible. It glitches constantly and the multiplayer is completely atrocious in its current state because of the glitchy mobility of
the game. This shouldn't even be in early release quite yet until the game actually feels smooth. It is actually unplayable at the
moment.. Would only recommend for $1 or less. I just bought this for 69 cents, it was an OK hour spent.
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